
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Market factors influencing nutrition claims and consumer choice
•• Important food and drink claims
•• Current and lapsed use and interest in food and drink health claims and

benefits
•• Consumer nutrition concerns
•• Nutritional attitudes and behaviors

Lingering effects of the pandemic on consumer habits are hit or miss:
consumers are nearly evenly split on whether the pandemic made them think
more about food and drink nutrition claims (18%) or actually made them eat
less healthy (14%). Amid the sea of fluctuating claims and benefits interests, one
theme holds steady: consumer demand for real food. Consumers may use
different claims to reach the same conclusion, but these “clean label”
indicators that reassure consumers of a product’s realness are key to riding out
upcoming fluctuations.

One of the biggest threats to brands using food and drink nutrition claims is
poor claim value communications that further muddy consumers’ already shaky
trust in the food system and claims themselves.

Creating a harmonic value-centric image through blends of hard and soft
claims that connect ingredients to tangible health goals will align brands with
consumer empowerment. Leading with transparency and clear value
communications will be paramount to brands moving forward in gaining
consumer trust, the most solid insurance for long-term consumer relationships.
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“The pendulum is swinging
away from the zealous health
aspirations of 2020 to reveal
what consumers truly want:
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personal health needs.”
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• Better for me still outranks better for us
• FDA’s new “healthy” label addressing nutrition density stirs

pot

• Navigate changing health needs with direct ingredient
connections
Figure 12: Consumer interest in healthy/better-for-you
targets, 2022

• Don’t take inherent qualities for granted
Figure 13: Share of nut category product introductions
featuring functional cardiovascular claims, 2018-22

• Focus on clean label sugar reformulations
Figure 14: Experience with food and drink claims, 2020-22

• Empower home cooks with nutritional street cred
Figure 15: Important food and drink claims, 2022
Figure 16: Product introductions featuring free-from
messaging, 2022
Figure 17: Rxbar Facebook post

• Functional fortification and innate functionality represent
opposing opportunities for brands
Figure 18: Food and drink product introductions featuring
functional claims, 2020-22

• Can processing give wellness products an edge?
Figure 19: Nutrition/meal replacement new product
introductions, 2022

• Tea brands showcase innate functional powers
Figure 20: Tea products with functionality claims, 2022

• Probiotics can be a gateway function
Figure 21: Digestive remedy interest, 2022
Figure 22: Probiotic new product introductions, 2022

• Contemporary CSDs reimagine grab-and-go digestive
function
Figure 23: Functional CSD introductions, 2022

• Snack brands feed multiple need states through
functionality
Figure 24: Snacking motivations – NET – Any time
Figure 25: Functional snack introductions, 2022

• Leverage expert nutrition voices to gain brand credibility

• Consumers are relaxing their health aspirations
• Reduced harm comes first; benefits second

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

THE FOOD AND DRINK NUTRITION CLAIMS CONSUMER: FAST
FACTS
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• Consumers could use some help understanding claims,
labels

• Reduced claim importance points to growing quest for
clean, real nutrition
Figure 26: Important claims, 2022

• “All natural” is the common denominator for any intensity of
health focus
Figure 27: Important claims, by consumer eating habits, 2022

• What’s “clean” is defined by income
Figure 28: Important claims, by household income, 2022

• Expand product lines to meet range of consumer needs
Figure 29: TURF Analysis – Important claims, 2022

• Consumers avoid the “bad” before seeking out the “good”
Figure 30: Experience with food and drink claims, 2022

• Parents utilize benefit-added claims
Figure 31: Experience with select food and drink claims, by
parental status, 2022

• Targets against the main offenders – sugar, salt, fat –
resonate with older consumers
Figure 32: Experience with select food and drink claims, by
age, 2022

• Heart health, energy, digestive health remain leading
consumer interests
Figure 33: Experience with product benefits, 2022

• Shifts in functional use show need to establish longer term
Figure 34: Experience with product benefits, 2022

• Healthy aging support can work at any age
Figure 35: Experience with select product benefits, by age,
2022

• Help consumers of all ages decompress
Figure 36: Experience with product benefits, use and interest,
by age, 2022

• Top pain points critique the usual: sugar, processing, sodium
Figure 37: Top food and drink concerns, 2022

• Younger consumers’ interests point to more nuanced
priorities

IMPORTANT FOOD AND DRINK CLAIMS

EXPERIENCE AND INTEREST IN PRODUCT CLAIMS

EXPERIENCE AND INTEREST IN PRODUCT BENEFITS

TOP FOOD AND DRINK CONCERNS
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Figure 38: Top food and drink concerns, by age, 2022
• “Mostly healthy” eaters seek control through high-level lens

Figure 39: Top food and drink concerns, by healthy eating
effort, 2022

• Nearly half of consumers aren’t confident in how to read
nutrition claim information
Figure 40: Food and drink habits and opinions, 2022

• Back up claim communications to help guide younger
consumers
Figure 41: Food and drink habits and opinions, by age, 2022

• Work on claim accessibility to expand reach beyond higher
earners
Figure 42: Food and drink habits and opinions, by household
income, 2022

• Ingredients lists and nutrition labels must work in tandem
Figure 43: Food and drink behaviors and attitudes, 2022

• Younger consumers less averse to ingredients they don’t
recognize
Figure 44: Food and drink behaviors and attitudes, by age,
2022

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

Figure 45: Food and drink segmentation, 2022

• Methodology

FOOD AND DRINK HABITS AND OPINIONS

FOOD AND DRINK BEHAVIORS AND ATTITUDES

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS

APPENDIX – FOOD AND DRINK SEGMENTATION

APPENDIX – TURF METHODOLOGY
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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